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Abstract. This paper applies the Sensitivity-driven Distributed Model Predictive Controller (S-
DMPC) for the active power control of wind farm. Compared with the conventional centralized 
wind farm control, multiple objectives optimal control is used in this study, including power 
reference tracking performance and wind turbine fatigue load minimization. The computation tasks 
are assigned to the local distributed controllers and solved in parallel. Through the communication 
between the neighbouring subsystems, the global optimization could be achieved. Therefore, the 
proposed controller can significantly reduce the computation burden and guarantee the global 
optimization. A small wind farm is used as a test case and the simulation results verify the control 
performance. It is promising for the modern large-scale wind farm control. 

1. Introduction 
Wind energy has gained rapid growth around the world in the last few decades. According to the 

statistic of Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC), the cumulative capacity grew by 12.6% in 2016 
and the total amount reaches to 486.8 GW [1]. Besides, the penetration level continues to increase, 
e.g. 40% in Denmark and 16% in Germany. Accordingly, the technical requirements of wind farm 
by system operators become more strict [2], [3]. The modern wind farm is required to operate much 
more like a conventional power plant. The concrete requirements involve different types of power 
control, such as absolute power limitation, delta limitation, balance control and etc., in order to 
support system [4]. In other words, wind farm should be able to track the power reference.  

For the active power control scheme, the power dispatch function of individual turbines is 
conventionally based on the available power and only on the reference power tracking performance 
is studied [5]. The wind turbine fatigue load was not considered, which can significantly shorten the 
service lifetime of wind turbines [6].  

Recently, the multi-objective optimal active power control of wind farm has attracted more and 
more attention. It considers the trade-off between tracking performance and wind turbine fatigue 
loads minimization. .Model Predictive Control (MPC) scheme is an effective solution to the multi-
objective optimization problem [7]. The most studies mainly focus on the Centralized Model 
Predictive Control (CMPC) [8]. However, the dimension of the matrices for optimization problem 
would be very large, which leads to heavy computation burden for a large-scale wind farm. 

A new Sensitivity-driven Distributed MPC (S-DMPC) scheme based on a novel distributed 
dynamic optimization algorithm is introduced in [9] to reduce the computation load. Besides, it is 
proved to have guaranteed stability and convergence. This scheme is adopted to design the wind 
farm controller in this paper. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the nonlinear wind turbine 
model is linearized for the wind farm controller. Section III describes the wind farm controller 
based on S-DMPC. Section III demonstrates the implementation of S-DMPC. Case study is 
presented and discussed in Section IV, followed by a conclusion. 
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2. Wind turbine modelling for S-DMPC 
The main purpose of this section is to obtain a simplified wind turbine prediction model for the 

S-DMPC design of wind farm. The typical nonlinear wind turbine system is shown in Fig. 1.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the nonlinear wind turbine model 
This model should be simplified. The fast electromagnetic transients can be ignored due to the 

large sampling time of wind farm control (in second class). Besides, to show the fatigue loads 
experienced by wind turbine (drive train), the low speed dynamics of shaft torque sT  should be 
captured. Such a wind turbine model has been summarized and introduced in [8]. It is linearized 
around the operating point. Its state-space form is expressed as follows, 
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where β is the pitch angle; rω and filt
gω  are rotor speed and filtered generator speed; sT  is torsional 

shaft torque; WT
refP is reference power derived from wind farm; sv  is the wind speed, which is 

regarded as a disturbance.  
The state space matrices are: 
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where 
rTKβ , 

rTKω  and 
s rv TK   are the coefficients derived from Taylor approximation of aerodynamic 

equation at the operating point; i  is gear ratio; PK  and IK  are the proportional and integral gain of PI 
pitch angle controller, respectively; 0

refP , 0β , 0
gω indicate the power reference, pitch angle and 

generator speed at the operating point; 2
r gJ J i J= +  represents the equivalent inertia; µ  is power 
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efficiency; Tω  is the time constant of the generator speed filter.    

3. Configuration of proposed wind farm control 
The proposed wind farm control setup is illustrated in Fig. 2. Only active power is considered in 

this paper. It is a two-level control system: wind farm level and local control level.  
In the wind farm control level, the wind farm controller behaves like a centralized unit. Different 

active power functions (balance control, power rate limiter, delta control, frequency control, and 
etc.) could be applied to provide the required power C

ref
WFP .  

 
Fig. 2. Proposed control structure of wind farm 

In the local control level, the local DMPC is installed in the individual wind turbines. A 
communication network allows the collaboration among the DMPCs and permits the improvement 
of global system performance. The computation tasks are divided and assigned to DMPCs. Thus, 
the computation burden is significantly reduced. The power reference to individual wind turbines 
( WT

ref
iP ) can be derived. According to WT

ref
iP ,  the reference signals for converters and blade pitch 

controller of each wind turbine can be calculated. 

4. Sensitivity-driven Distributed Model Predictive Control 
4.1. Problem formulation 

The cost function for S-DMPC design takes both tracking performance of the wind farm power 
reference and wind turbine fatigue loads minimization into consideration. In this study, only the 
fatigue loads experienced by drive train is considered. However, it can be extended with the other 
fatigue loads types in the future work.  

The equation proposed in [8] is expressed as follows, 

WT
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ref ref s s
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where N  is the number of wind turbine in wind farm; PQ  and TQ are the weighting factors; WT
ref

iP  is the 
power reference for the i th wind turbine; wfc

refP  is the power reference for wind farm; 0
sT  indicates the 

steady state of the shaft torque. The second terms is used to penalize the deviation of shaft torque 
from the steady state in order to reduce the wind turbine fatigue loads of drive train. 

4.2. S-DMPC algorithm 

Obviously, the control inputs WT
ref

iP are coupled with each other. Following the decomposition and 
discretization introduced in [10], the original optimal control problem can be transcript into sub-
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problem for each turbine, which is regarded as standard Quadratic Programming (QP) problem: 
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where p  is a discretization of the input variable WT

ref
iP ; The formulation of iA , iB , iC , iD and iE  for the 

QP problem is elaborated in [9]. 
In order to achieve the global optimality, the QP problems for all the turbines are coordinated 

based on sensitivities [9]. The cost functions for each turbine should be extended as the following: 
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where the index [ ]κ denotes the κ th iteration and il  is the Lagrange multipliers related to the 
constraint function ic . The semi-positive matrix Ω  is used to guarantee the convergence. 

The S-DMPC algorithm at control step k is given by the following [9]: 
Step 1: Calculate iA , iB , iC , iD and iE  to formulate the optimal problem. Since iA  and iD  are 

independent on the initial state 0 0 0( ) ( ( ))x k x t k= , they need to be computed only once. 
Step 2: Choose the initial control input 0 ( )p k  and initial Lagrange multipliers 0 ( )kl  based on the 

last-step solution ( * *( 1), ( 1)p k kl− − ) and reset iteration index : 0κ = . 
Step 3: Send [ ] ( )p kκ and [ ] ( )kκl  to the distributed controllers. 
Step 4: Solve the QP problem of all distributed controllers in parallel to get [ 1]p κ +  and the 

Lagrange multiplier [ 1]κl + . 
Step 5: Set : 1κ κ= +  and go back to 3. 
Step 6: Stop iteration, if the stopping criterion is met. In this paper, fixed number of iteration is 

applied as the stopping criterion in order to limit the online computation time. 

5. Case Study 

A wind farm with 3 5MW×  wind turbines is adopted as the test case. The wind speeds are from 
the actual wind farm measurement. The mean wind speed for each wind turbine is over its rated 
wind speed (11.5m/s ). Therefore, all the wind turbines operate in the partial loading mode. The 
sampling time st  is set 1s. The communication delay is ignored in the simulation. The simulation 
time is set 300 s. 
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Fig. 3. Simulation results of WT 1 
 

The simulation results are compared with these of a conventional centralized wind farm 
controller to verify the control performance. As proposed in [4], the proportional distribution 
algorithm is used for the centralized control. 

During the simulation, the power reference of the wind farm wfc
refP is defined 10MW. The initial 

power reference for all the wind turbines are defined the same:
wfc

WF ref
ref 3.33MWi

P
P

N
= = . The available 

power of each turbine is also the same: WF WF WF
avi max ref 1.67MWi i iP P P= − = . Therefore, the power references 

for all the turbines are kept constant. 
For S-DMPC, the wind speed is considered as the measurable disturbance. Since persistence 

assumption is suitable for short-term prediction, the fixed wind speed value is used for the 
prediction horizon.  

The comparisons for all the turbines between these two controllers are illustrated in Fig. 3- Fig. 5. 
It can be observed that the power output by S-DMPC varies following the wind speed (see Fig. 
3(b)-Fig. 5(b)). Accordingly, the deviation of shaft torque sT  is significantly reduced (see Fig. 3(c)-
Fig. 5(c)).  

Regarding the whole wind farm, the simulation statistics are listed in Table I, where wfc
ref( )Pσ  

represents the standard deviation of the output power and sT∆  represents the second terms of wind 
farm cost function (see (3)). Compared with the centralized control, the shaft torque deviation is 
alleviated by 21.04%. Although the standard deviation wfc

ref )(Pσ with S-DMPC is increased by 6.76%, 
the absolute value is only 0.0008MW, which is quite small compared with the power reference 
(10MW). 
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Fig.4. Simulation results of WT 2 

 
Fig. 5. Simulation results of WT 3 

Table 1 Simulation statistics 
 Centralized control S-DMPC 

wfc

ref
)(Pσ  [MW] 0.0074 0.0079 

sT∆     [MNm] 66.245 52.305 
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6. Conclusion 
In this paper, the sensitivity-driven DMPC is applied for active power control of wind farm. 

Similar with the conventional centralized control, the proposed controller can fulfil the requirement 
specified by system operator and track the power reference closely. Besides, the additional wind 
farm fatigue load minimization is included in the cost function. With the proposed S-DMPC, the 
large-scale optimization problem can be assigned to local distributed controllers and solved in 
parallel. Besides, the convergence of S-DMPC is guaranteed during the iterations between the 
distributed controllers. Hence, the computation burden can be significantly reduced. These benefits 
are verified by the simulation case. I t is suitable for the modern large-scale wind farm. 
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